Three Cases of Ruptured Basilar Artery Dissection: From Diagnosis to Endovascular Treatment.
Ruptured basilar artery dissections are rare, and prognosis is often disastrous. We report 3 recent cases of ruptured dissection from imaging diagnosis to endovascular treatment, presenting 3 different types of dissection and 3 different treatment approaches. These 3 patients presented major subarachnoid hemorrhage (Fisher grade 4): 2 of them were in a coma (World Federation of Neurosurgical Societies Grading System [WFNS] 5), and 1 patient presented with headache only (WFNS 1). Two of the 3 dissections presented a dilated pseudoaneurysm responsible for the bleeding (1 large and 1 small), and the remaining dissection was extensive. The dissection with the larger pseudoaneurysm was treated with coils, resulting in early recanalization requiring another endovascular treatment with coils and a flow diverter stent. The patient with the small pseudoaneurysm was treated with a flow diverter only. These 2 patients had a favorable outcome. The remaining patient with a large tear of the basilar artery had 3 overlapping stents, and fatal rebleeding occurred prematurely. These 3 cases illustrate different patient management strategies. We discuss this challenging condition and the current position of endovascular therapeutic techniques.